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ABSTRACT Amodified two-channel LLC resonant converter with optimal efficiency for wide input voltage
applications. The converter has the same voltage gain and power handing ability as conventional full-
bridge (FB) resonant converter, but the hardware cost is lower than conventional FB resonant converter,
and the operational frequency range is narrower than conventional resonant converter for the same working
condition. It has the characteristics of low input impedance at low input voltage, which is used to provide
high voltage gain, and high input impedance at high input voltage, which is used to provide low voltage gain,
the above characteristics are analyzed and optimized to improve the efficiency for photovoltaic applications
where wide voltage gain is require. A 1 kW prototype is developed, the input voltage ranges from 80 V
to 200 V, the output voltage and output power are 400 V and 1 kW, the experimental result shows that the
full-load efficiency can reach 96.5% over the entire input voltage range, and the peak efficiency can reach
96.9% at full-load state.

INDEX TERMS Resonant converter, photovoltaic, wide input voltage, high efficiency, DC/DC conversion.

VARIABLES
S1, S2 Primary MOSFETs.
D1, D2, D3, D4 Secondary diodes.
Cr1, Cr2 Resonant capacitors.
T1, T2 Transformers.
Lm1, Lm2 Magnetizing inductors of T1 and T2.
Co Output capacitor.
Ro Equivalent resistor of load.
Lr1, Lr2 Resonant inductors.
iin Input current.
iS1, iS2 Currents flowing through S1 and S2.
ir1, ir2 Currents flowing through Lr1 and Lr2.
im1, im2 Magnetizing currents of T1 and T2.
iTs1, iTs2 Currents flowing through secondary

windings of T1 and T2.
iCo Currents flowing through Co.
iRo Currents flowing through Ro.
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NT1, NT2 Turn ratio of T1 and T2.
Uin Input voltage.
Uo Output voltage.
p1, p2 Driving signals of S1 and S2.
fs Switching frequency.
fr1 Resonant frequency.
td Dead time.
Ts Switching period.
uab Voltage between points a and b.
ubc Voltage between points b and c.
ude Voltage between points d and e.
ufg Voltage between points f and g.
uLm1,FH , uLm2,FH Fundamental voltage across Lm1

and Lm2.
Io Average output current.
Rac1, Rac2 Ac equivalent resistors of load

resistors.
GLLC1, GLLC2 Voltage gains of two channels.
GTCLLC Voltage gain of two-channel

LLC resonant converter.
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Q Power quality.
k Ratio of Lm to Lr .
fn Normalized frequency.
GHBLLC Voltage gain of HBLLC resonant

converter.
GFBLLC Voltage gain of FB LLC resonant

converter.
Pc,loss Conduction loss.
Ir RMS resonant current.
IS MOSFET current.
ITs Transformer secondary windings‘

current.
Id,avg Diode‘s average current.
RLr ESR of resonant inductor.
RTp ESR of primary winding.
RTs ESR of secondary winding.
Ron MOSFET‘s on-resistor.
VF,d Diode‘s forward voltage-drop.
Ps,loss Switching loss.
IS,off Turn-off current of MOSFETs.
tfall Fall-time of MOSFETs.
Pfe,loss Ferrite loss.
VT Cores‘ volume of transformers.
VLr Cores‘ volume of inductors.
KT , αT , βT Parameters representing property

of transformers‘ cores.
KLr , αLr , βLr Parameters representing the

property of resonant inductors‘
cores.

1BT , 1BLr Flux density swings of trans-
formers and resonant inductors.

µ0, µe Space and effective
permeabilities.

Nturn Turn number.
Imax Maximum current of windings.
le Effective magnetic loop length.
Pot,loss The other loss‘s loss.
Pdr,loss Driving loss.
Pesr,loss PCB ESR‘s loss.
Qg MOSFET‘s charge.
Udr Driving voltage.
Resr System‘s ESR.
Iesr Current flowing through Resr .
ηtheory Theoretical efficiency.
APLr Area product of resonant

inductors.
APT Area product of transformers.
1ir1, 1ir2 Peak-to-peak values of ir1 and

ir2.
JLr Current design of resonant

inductors.
KLr,u Window utility factor of resonant

inductors.
BLr Flux density of inductor of reso-

nant inductors.

gLr Air-gap length of resonant inductors.
lLr Length of magnetic loop of resonant

inductors.
µLr,r , µLr,e Relative and effective permeabilities of

resonant inductors.
Ip,rms Primary RMS currents of transformers.
Is,rms Secondary RMS currents of transformers.
fs,min Minimum switching frequency.
1BT Variation of flux density of transformers.
JT Current design of transformers.
KT ,u Window utility factor of transformers.
NTp Primary turn number of transformers.
Im,max Maximum magnetizing current.
AT ,e Effective area of magnetic cores.
NTs Secondary turn number.
uCr,max Voltage across resonant capacitor.
Ir,pk Peak resonant current.
ωs Angular frequency.
td Dead time.
td,min Minimum dead time.
td,max Maximum dead time.
fs,max Maximum switching frequency.
Coss MOSFETs‘ output capacitance.
θ Phase angle between the current of the

inductor and its voltage.

I. INTRODUCTION
For many applications, such as uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) [1], [2], photovoltaic system [3], etc., where electri-
cal isolation and wide voltage gain are needed, because the
input voltage varies in wide range and the output voltage
is constant, isolated dc/dc converter with wide voltage gain
is widely adopted. For photovoltaic applications, the input
voltage varies with the irradiation, then the converters should
have the ability to operate in wide input voltage. Phase shifted
full-bridge (PSFB) [4], [5] and LLC resonant converter [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10] are commonly used for wide input voltage
applications, because the attractive merits of wide voltage
gain and soft-switching. However, the lagging switches make
PSFB lose the soft-switching at the light load. On the con-
trary, LLC resonant converter can soft switch over the entire
input voltage range, therefore, it is suitable for photovoltaic
application [1], [11].

Traditional parallel-series LLC resonant converters must
operate in wide frequency range to realize wide voltage gain
conversion, which brings two problems: (a) the operating
frequency at the low voltage gain region is extremely high
and results in high switching loss, 2) the circulating current
at the high voltage gain region is large and results in large
conduction loss and massive magnetic volume. LLC reso-
nant converter has two typical configurations, including half
bridge (HB) and full bridge (FB) configurations. Considering
the electrical limitations of real power switches, HB LLC
resonant converter only has the half power handing ability
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of FB LLC resonant converter, but FB LLC resonant con-
verter must operate with much high frequency at low voltage
region, which results in large switching loss. On the contrary,
HB LLC resonant converter can avoid the above problem.
Therefore, high efficiency in wide voltage gain range can be
solved by combing the merits of HB and FH LLC resonant
converters.

The efficiency and electrical stress are also important for
wide voltage conversion. Many researches are conducted to
decrease the switches‘ electrical stress. For example, paral-
leled converters and switches are used to reduce current stress
in [12], but the converter‘s hardware structure is complicated
and it is hard to balance the current flowing through the par-
alleled power switches. In [1], [9], [13], [14], [15], and [16],
modified HB LLC resonant converter is adopted to increase
the power handling ability with low current stress, and two-
channel LLC structure is used to reduce the current stress of
the power switches [1], [9], [13], but the operating frequency
and switching loss at the low voltage gain is too high.

The scheme in [17] combining HB LLC and FB LLC
resonant converters in an interleaved way can also obtain
wide gain, but the auxiliary channel makes the hardware con-
figuration complicated. To widen the voltage gain, a recon-
figurable LLC resonant converter is proposed in [18], but
the converter‘s control and hardware are more complex. The
integrated three-phase HB LLC resonant converter in [19],
[20] is also a useful scheme to obtain wide voltage gain, but
the current stress of the power switches on the primary side
is high, and the conduction loss is high. Some studies are
conducted to narrow the operating frequency to reduce the
switching loss. For example, an auxiliary switch is used to
adjust the impedance in [9], and an optimized control strategy
with two split resonant branches in [1] is also proposed
to narrow the operating frequency range, but the auxiliary
switch in [9] makes the hardware structure complicated, and
the control in [1] needs to judge several working states and
the realization is difficult. Moreover, the dynamic response
needs further improvement because the fluctuation at the
mode switching point is large. To simplify the hardware
structure, a modified two-channel LLC converter is proposed
in [21]. It has only 2 power switches in the primary side
but must use full-controlled power switches in the secondary
side with phase shift control. The control is more complex
than that in [1] and [9] and the requirement and cost of the
sampling circuit is higher. For the photovoltaic application,
simple configuration [12], high efficiency [22], low cost [23],
and high power are required. If LLC resonant converter is
applied for photovoltaic, the configuration, efficiency and
control need further study to realize high efficiency in wide
voltage with simple hardware structure.

In this paper, a modified two-channel LLC resonant con-
verter with high efficiency is proposed for wide input volt-
age applications. The converter has simple structure on the
primary side with only 2 primary power switches, which is
the half number of traditional LLC resonant converters in [1],

[9], [12], [13], [14], and [15].Moreover, the converter has two
workingmode, includingHBmode and FBmode. Twomodes
can provide wide voltage gains with high efficiency through
flexible combination. The converter has low impedance and
provides high voltage gain when the input voltage is low.
Compared with traditional FB and HB LLC converters, the
proposed LLC resonant converter can provide wide voltage
gain with high efficiency.

II. TWO-CHANNEL LLC RESONANT CONVERTER
A. TOPOLOGY
The topology of two-channel LLC resonant converter is pre-
sented in Fig.1. It consists of two complementary parallel-
series LLC channels. S1 and S2 are primary MOSFETs.
D1-D4 are secondary diodes. Cr1 and Cr2 are resonant capac-
itors. Cr1 = Cr2 = Cr . T1 and T2 are transformers. Lm1 and
Lm2 are magnetizing inductors of T1 and T2. Lm1 = Lm2 =

Lm. Co is output capacitor. Ro is the equivalent resistor of
load. Lr1 and Lr2 are the resonant inductors. To decrease
device count number, Lr1 and Lr2 can be integrated by a core.
iin is the input current. iS1 and iS2 are the currents flowing
through S1 and S2. ir1 and ir2 are the currents flowing through
Lr1 and Lr2. im1 and im2 are the magnetizing currents of T1
and T2. iTs1 and iTs2 are the currents flowing through the
secondary windings of T1 and T2. iCo and iRo are the currents
flowing through Co and Ro, respectively. NT1 and NT2 are the
turn ratio of T1 and T2. NT1 = NT2 = NT . Uin and Uo are
the input voltage and output voltage. p1 and p2 are the driving
signals of S1 and S2.

FIGURE 1. Topology of two-channel LLC resonant converter.

B. OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLE
Fig.2(a), (b) and (c) present the waveforms when fs < fr1,
fs = fr1 and fs > fr1, respectively. td is the dead time.
Ts is the switching period. fs is the switching frequency.
fr1 = 0.5π−1(LrCr )−0.5 is the resonant frequency. uab is the
voltage between points a and b. ubc is the voltage between
points b and c. ude is the voltage between points d and e.
ufg is the voltage between points f and g. Two channels are
complementary. ir1 = -ir2. im1 = -im2. uab, ude, iS1, ir1, im1
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FIGURE 2. Waveforms of two-channel LLC resonant converter when:
(a) fs < fr1, (b) fs = fr1, and (c) fs > fr1.

and iTs1 in the former half switching period are symmetry
with that in the latter half switching period.

When fs < fr1, the converter works in the capacitive area.
A former half switching period can be divided into 5 intervals,
including 0 ≤ t < td , td ≤ t < t1, t1 ≤ t < t2, t2 ≤ t < t3,
and t3 ≤ t < 0.5Ts. During 0≤ t < td, as Fig3(a) shows, S1 is
turned off, the flowing direction of iS2 is negative, D1 and D4
are conducting,D2 andD3 are blocked, ir1 feeds energy from
LLC channel back to Uin, iL1 and iL2 discharge the output
capacitor of S2 and make S2 zero-voltage turn on, where
iS2 = ir1 + ir2. During td ≤ t < t1, as Fig.3(b) shows, S1 is
still turned off, S2 is turned on, the flowing direction of iS2 is
negative, D1 and D4 are conducting, D2 and D3 are blocked
off. During t1 ≤ t < t2, as Fig.3(c) shows, S1is still turned off
and S2 is turning on, the flowing direction of ir1 is positive,
D1 andD4 are conducting,D2 andD3 are blocked off. During
t2 ≤ t < t3, as Fig.3(d) shows, S1 is still turned off and S2 is
turned on, the flowing direction of iS2 is positive, D1 and D4
are conducting, D2 and D3 are blocked off. During t3 ≤ t <

0.5Ts, as Fig.3(e) shows, S1 is still turned off, S2 is turned
on, D1-D4 are blocked off, iin transfers energy to resonant
tank, Co provides energy for Ro, the flowing direction of iS2
is positive.
When fs = fr1, a former half switching period can be

divided into 4 intervals, including 0 ≤ t < td , td ≤ t <

t1t1 ≤ t < t2, and t2 ≤ t < 0.5Ts. During 0≤ t < t1, the
working state of the converter can be illustrated by Fig.3(a).
During td ≤ t < t1, the working state of the converter can
be illustrated by Fig.3(b). During t1 ≤ t < t2, the working
state of the converter can be illustrated by Fig.3(c). During
t2 ≤ t < 0.5Ts, the working state of the converter can be
illustrated by Fig.3(d).
When fs > fr1, the converter works in the inductive area.

A former half switching period can be divided into 5 intervals,
including 0 ≤ t < td , td ≤ t < t1, t1 ≤ t < t2, t2 ≤ t < t3
and t3 ≤ t < t4. During 0 ≤ t < t1, the working state
of the converter is as shown in Fig.4, the flowing directions
of ir1 and im1 are negative, the flowing directions of ir2 and
im2 are positive, S1 is turned off and S2 is turning on, D1
and D4 are blocked off, D2 and D3 are conducting. During
td ≤ t < t1, the working state of the converter can be
illustrated by Fig.3(a). During t1 ≤ t < t2, the working
state of the converter can be illustrated by Fig.3(b). During
t2 ≤ t < t3, the working state of the converter can be
illustrated by Fig.3(c). During t3 ≤ t < 0.5Ts, the working
state of the converter can be illustrated by Fig.3(d).

Two channels can transfer energy from the input side to
the output side with complementary phase. The parameters
of two channel can be designed as the same. It is useful
to simplify the design work. Because each LLC channel
only need to take the half power, the volume of resonant
components and transformers are much smaller compared
with FB and FB LLC resonant converters. Then the hardware
cost is lower than traditional FB and HB LLC resonant con-
verters. Moreover, each magnetic component in two-channel
LLC resonant converter is smaller, the conductor used in the
proposed two-channel LLC resonant converter is less than
that of conventional FB LLC resonant converter. Because the
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FIGURE 3. States of the converter when: (a) 0 < t ≤ td , (b) td < t ≤ t1,
(c) t1 < t ≤ t2, (d) t2 < t ≤ t3, and (e) t3 < t ≤ 0.5T in the case of fs < fr1.

mean length per turn in the proposed two-channel LLC res-
onant converter is shorter than that in conventional FB LLC

FIGURE 4. State of converter during 0 ≤ t < t1 when fs > fr1.

resonant converter, then the cost of the proposed two-channel
LLC resonant converter is less than the cost of conventional
FB LLC resonant converter.

C. VOLTAGE GAIN
Fundamental harmonic approximation (FHA) method, time
domain method and the combination of the above two meth-
ods are commonly used to analyze the voltage gain. Time
domain method can accurately analyze the voltage gain, but
the process and calculation are complicated. FHA method
can relative easily to analyze voltage gain with analytical
expressions. In this paper, FHA method is used. Assuming
all devices are ideal and two LLC channels have the same
parameters, the equivalent circuit can be given in Fig.5. It can
be seen as two HB LLC converters with input sources paral-
leled and output voltage in series.

FIGURE 5. Equivalent circuits of the converter.

During S1 is turned off and S2 is turned on, the converter
works as a HB LLC converter. iS1 and iS2 are the currents
flowing through S1 and S2.

iS1(t) = iS11(t) + iS12(t) (1)

iS2(t) = iS21(t) + iS22(t). (2)
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Two channels‘ output voltages are the same. Then the
voltage across the magnetizing inductors is [21], [22],
and [23]

uLm1,FH (t) =
4Uo1

π
sin(2π fst) =

2Uo
π

sin(2π fst) (3)

uLm2,FH (t) =
2Uo
π

sin(2π fst − π ). (4)

The currents of secondary windings can be expressed as

iTs1(t) =
√
2 ITs1,FH sin(2π fst − θ ) (5)

iTs2(t) =
√
2 ITs2 sin(2π fst − π − θ ). (6)

where ITs1,FH and ITs2,FH are the RMS currents of secondary
diodes. ITs1,FH = ITs2,FH = Irect,FH . The average output
current Io is

Io =
2
Ts

∫ Ts

0

∣∣iTs1,FH (t)∣∣dt =
Uo1
0.5Ro

=
Uo
Ro

⇒ ITs,FH =
πUo

2
√
2 Ro

. (7)

Then Rac1 and Rac2 are

Rac1 = Rac2 =
N 2
T uLm1,FH (t)
iTs1,FH (t)

=
N 2
T 2Uo/π

√
2πUo

/(
2
√
2 Ro

) =
4N 2

TRo
π2 (8)

where Ro = U2
o /Po. Po is output power. The voltage gains of

two channels are

GLLC1 = GLLC2 =

∣∣∣ jωsLm1Rac1
jωsLm1+Rac1

∣∣∣
2
∣∣∣jωsLr +

1
jωsCr

+
jωsLm1Rac1
jωsLm1+Rac1

∣∣∣
=

1
2

√(
1 +

1
k

−
1
kf 2n

)2

+ Q2

(
fn −

1
fn

)2

(9)

whereQ = (Lr /Cr )1/2/Rac1 is quality factor. k = Lm/Lr . fn =

fs/fr is normalized frequency. fr is the resonant frequency.
ωs = 2π fs is angular frequency. The voltage gain is

GTCLLC (k,Q, fn) =
Uo
Uin

= GLLC1 + GLLC2 = 2GLLC1

=

√(
1 +

1
k

−
1
kf 2n

)2

+ Q2

(
fn −

1
fn

)2

.

(10)

Fig.6 shows the curves of relationships between GTCLLC ,
GFBLLC and GHBLLC with fn, where GTCLLC , GFBLLC and
GHBLLC are the voltage gains of the studied LLC, FBLLC and
HB LLC converters. The voltage gain of the studied converter
almost is equal to that of FB LLC converter in the capacitive
area. This characteristic can be used to provide high voltage
gain. In the capacitive area, the curve of voltage gains by FHA
method is closed to that by simulation method. However,
in the inductive area, the curve by simulation method is away
from the curve by FHA method, because FHA method only

FIGURE 6. Voltage gains of three LLC converters for Lr = 4µH,
Lm = 20µH, Cr = 141nF, Ui = 200V, NT = 1:1 and Po = 1kW.

concerns the effect of fundamental component but ignores the
influence of higher harmonics.

As Fig.6 shows, for FB LLC converter, if the required
voltage gain ranges from 0.5 to 1.0, the normalized frequency
fn,FBLLC ranges from 1.0 to 2.386. The frequency‘s variation
1fn,FBLLC is about 1.386. However, for the studied converter,
fn,TCLLC just ranges from 1.0 to 1.68. The 1fn,TCLLC is only
0.68, which is 0.706 less than 1fn,FBLLC .

D. EFFICIENCY
The power loss of the converter includes conduction loss,
switching loss, ferrite loss and the other loss. The other loss is
mainly caused by the driving circuit and the equivalent series
resistors (ESRs) of the printed circuit board (PCB), surface
mounted technology (SMT) components, etc. The conduction
loss Pc,loss is [24]

Pc,loss = 2
[
I2r (RLr + RTp) + I2SRon
+I2TsRTs + VF,d Id,avg

]
(11)

where Ir , IS , and ITs are RMS resonant current, MOS-
FET current, and transformer secondary windings‘ current,
respectively. Id,avg is diode‘s average current. RLr , RTp, TTs
are the ESRs of resonant inductor, primary and the secondary
windings, respectively. Ron is the on-resistor of MOSFETs.
VF,d is the forward voltage-drop of diodes.
The switching loss Ps,loss is [24]

Ps,loss = 2 × 0.5IS,offUintfall fs = IS,offUintfall f (12)

where IS,off and tfall are the turn-off current and fall-time of
MOSFETs, respectively. IS,off = ir1(0.5Ts). The ferrite loss
Pfe,loss is [3]

Pfe,loss = 2
(
VTKT1BαT

T f βT
s + VLrKLr1B

αT
Lr f

βT
s
)

(13)

where VT and VLr are the cores‘ volume of transformers
and inductors, respectively. KT , αT and βT are parameters
representing the property of transformers‘ cores. KLr , αLr
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and βLr are parameters representing the property of res-
onant inductors‘ cores. 1BT and 1BLr are the flux den-
sity swings of transformers and resonant inductors. 1B =

2µ0µeNturnImax /le. µ0 and µe are the space and effective
permeabilities, respectively. Nturn is turn number. Imax is the
maximum current of windings. le is the effective magnetic
loop length.

The other loss Pot,loss mainly consists of the driving loss
and the PCB ESR’s loss. Poth,loss is estimated by [24]

Pot,loss = Pdr,loss + Pesr,loss = 2QgUdr fs + I2esrResr (14)

where Pdr,loss and Pesr,loss are the driving loss and the PCB
ESR’s loss. Qg is the MOSFET’s charge. Udr is the driving
voltage. Resr is the system‘s ESR. Iesr is the current flowing
through Resr . The theoretical efficiency ηtheory is

ηc,TCLLC =
Po

Po + Pc,loss + Ps,loss + Pfe,loss + Pot,loss
. (15)

Fig.7 shows the curve of relationship between the theoret-
ical efficiency and the input voltage, where Po = 1kW, Uo =

400 V. Uin ranges from 80 V to 200 V.

FIGURE 7. Curve of relationship between efficiency and voltage.

The cores for the inductors and transformers are
PQ3230(PC95) and PQ3535(PC95), respectively. S1-S2 and
D1-D4 are IRFP4332 MOSFETs and STTH806D diodes.
AWG#38×350 wire is adopted for the inductors. AWG#38×

350 and AWG#38×70 wires are used for the primary and the
secondary windings of the transformers. The air-gap lengths
of the inductors and transformers are 2.65mm and 1mm,
respectively. The turn number of the inductors is 10. The turn
ratio of the transformers is 13:13:13. When the input voltage
ranges from 80V to 200V, the theoretical efficiency is higher
than 96.7%. At Uin = 100V, the converter reaches the peak
efficiency. The peak efficiency is about 97.1%.

E. CONTROL
Uo is a constant value. Uin varies a lot. fs also varies with
Uin. A closed control scheme is needed to adjust fs according
to the voltage‘s variation. Fig.8 presents the control scheme.
PI controller is adopted for the voltage loop. Uo,ref is the ref-
erence output voltage. Delay unit is used to set dead time. kp
is the proportional coefficient. ki is the integrator coefficient.
p1 and p2 are the triggering signals of S1 and S2, respectively.

FIGURE 8. Control scheme of two-channel LLC resonant converter.

F. COMPARISONS
Fig.9 shows the RMS current of transformer. Both the RMS
currents flowing through the primary and secondary windings
are lower than that of traditional FB LLC and HB LLC
converters.

FIGURE 9. RMS current of transformers‘: (a) primary, and (b) secondary
windings.

Table.1 shows the voltage stress for three kinds of convert-
ers. The diodes’ voltage stress for the converter is the half of
traditional converter.

TABLE 1. Voltage stress.

III. CONSIDERATIONS OF DESIGN
A. RESONANT INDUCTOR
The area product APLr is used to design inductor. APLr is [1]

APLr =
4Lr Ir1ir

JLrKLr,u1BLr
(16)

where Ir1 = Ir2 = Ir . 1ir1 and 1ir2 are the peak-to-peak
values of ir1 and ir2. 1ir1 = 1ir2 = 1ir . JLr , KLr,u and BLr
are the current density, window utility factor and flux density
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of inductor. The turn number NLr is

NLr =
4Lr ir,max
ALr,e1BLr

(17)

where ir1,max and ir2,max are the maximum current of Lr1 and
Lr2. ir1,max = ir2,max = ir,max . ALr,e is the effective area of
core. The length gLr of air-gap is

gLr = 0.5lLr

(
1

µLr,e
−

1
µLr,r

)
(18)

µLr,e =
Lr lLr

µ0N 2
LrALr,e

(19)

where lLr is the length of magnetic loop. µLr,r and µLr,e are
the relative and effective permeabilities, respectively.

B. TRANSFORMERS
The area product APT is calculated by [5]

APT =
2Uo

(
IrNT + Is,rms

)
fs,min1BT JTKT ,u

(20)

where Ip,rms and Is,rms and the primary and secondary RMS
currents of transformers, respectively. fs,min is the minimum
switching frequency. 1BT , JT and KT ,u are the flux density,
current density and window utility factor of transformers.

As Fig.6 shows, the voltage gain can be accurately ana-
lyzed by FHA method in the capacitive area. However, in the
inductive area, FHAmethod will lead large error. To simplify
the analyses of voltage gain, the converter is designed to work
in the capacitive area. On this occasion, the minimum voltage
gain point can be seen as the normal working point. The turn
ratio of transformers can be designed at this point.

NT =
Uin,max
Uo1

=
Uin,max
0.5Uo

. (21)

NTp =
2LmIm,max

1BTAT ,e
(22)

whereNTp is the primary turn number. Im,max is the maximum
magnetizing current. AT ,e is the effective area of magnetic
cores. The secondary turn number NTs = NTp/NT .

C. RESONANT CAPACITORS
The voltage across resonant capacitor is

uCr,max = Ir,pkXCr =
Ir,pk
ωsCr

(23)

where Ir,pk is peak resonant current. ωs = 2π fs is angular
frequency.

D. DEAD TIME
The ZVS condition of MOSFETs is ensured by the design of
dead time td . Generally, td is much smaller than Ts. During
tr , ir1 and ir2 fully discharge MOSFETs‘ output capacitors
and make the voltage decrease fromUi to 0 V, while the RMS

currents and conduction loss are influenced by td . With above
consideration, td should be in the range of [5] and [6]

td,min ≤ td ≤ td,max (24)

td,min = 16fs,maxCoss (25)

td,max =
I2TsR

2
ac

U2
o fr1

−
0.5
fr1

−

√√√√ 12
(
1 − π2

)
U4
o + 768I4TsR

4
ac

+
N 4
TR

2
acU

4
o
(
48−5π2)

π2L2mf
2
r1

12U2
o fr1

(26)

where fs,max is the maximum switching frequency. Coss is
MOSFETs‘ output capacitance. td,min and td,max are the lower
and upper limitations of td .

E. DESIGN FLOW
The design flow is given in Fig.10. Firstly, Uin,min, Uin,max ,
Uo, Po, fs,max , fs,min and η are obtained based on require-
ments. ThenNT is determined by (21). k and the initial values
of Lm. Lr and Cr are set. Rac and Q are accordingly figured
out. The voltage gain is obtained by FHA method.

FIGURE 10. Control scheme of the converter.

If the requirements are not satisfied, the flow jumps back
the 4th step to adjust Lm, Lr and Cr . Otherwise, the flow
continues. After magnetics are designed, the theoretical effi-
ciency can be estimated. If the requirement is also satisfied,
the design flow is ended.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table 2 shows the requirements. The fs,min and fs,max are
80kHz and 200kHz, respectively. The minimum voltage gain
Gmin and the maximum voltage gain Gmax are 2 and 5,
respectively. Combining the requirements in Table 2 and the
design flow in Fig.8, a set of parameters are obtained and
presented in Table 3.
Fig.11 shows the dynamic simulation results of two-

channel LLC resonant converter when Uin gradually
decreases from 200V to 80V. It can be seen that the variation
of Uo is smaller than 3V and the dynamic regulating ability
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for Uo of the converter is well. Moreover, the resonant
currents of two LLC channels are also stable in the dynamic
process.

TABLE 2. Voltage stress.

TABLE 3. Voltage stress.

FIGURE 11. Dynamic simulation waveforms of two-channel LLC resonant
converter.

Based on the design result, a 1 kW prototype is developed,
Fig.12 shows the picture. The measured uab, ude, ufg, p1, ir1,

FIGURE 12. Pictures of: (a) prototype and (b) magnetics.

ir2, iTs1, iTs2 are given in Fig.12. ir1 and ir2 are complemen-
tary. iTs1 and iTs2 almost are the same.

FIGURE 13. Measured: (a) ir1, ir2, is1, is2 at Uin = 80V and full load state,
and (b) ir1, ir2, is1, is2 at Uin = 200V and full load state.

Fig.13(a) presents the measured ir1, ir2, is1, and is2 when
Uin = 80V at the full-load state. Fig.13(b) shows the
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measured ir1, ir2, is1, and is2 whenUin = 200V at the full-load
state. Compared with Fig.12(a), the peak resonant current in
Fig.13(a) is greater.

FIGURE 14. Measured: (a) diodes‘ voltage, and (b) resonant capacitor‘s
voltage for Uin = 80V, Uo = 400V and Po = 1kW.

Fig.14(a) presents the measured voltage across diodes ud1,
ud2, ud3 and ud4. The voltage stress of diodes is 400V, which
is equal to Uo. The peak value of uCr appears at Uin is
minimum. Because Uin,min = 80V, the maximum uCr is
measured at Uin = 80V and presented in Fig.14(b). The
theoretical maximum uCr is about 317V. Fig.14(b) shows that
the measured maximum of uCr is about 293V. The error is
about 8%. The reason for this is that FHAmethod ignores the
effect of higher harmonics.

Fig.15(a), 15(b), and 15(c) show the loss distribution at
Uin = 80V, 140V and 200V, respectively. Over the entire
input voltage range, the MOSFETs‘ loss accounts for about
60% of total loss, this is attributed to the large RMS MOS-
FET‘s current. The RMS MOSFET‘s current decreases with
the increase of Uin. Then the conduction loss reduces with
the increase of Uin. The MOSFETs‘ switching loss is relative
smaller than the conduction loss. The diodes‘ loss is almost
a constant because that Po and the average secondary current
are almost constant. The ferrite loss is more than the copper
loss. The magnetizing current and the maximum magnetic
flux density increase with the increase of Uin. Moreover,

fs also increases with the increase of Uin. Then the ferrite
loss increases with the increase of Uin. The inductors‘ loss
decreases with the increase of Uin. The inductor‘s ferrite
loss is relative smaller than the inductor‘s copper loss. The
copper loss is mainly determined by the winding‘s ac ESR
and the RMS current flowing through windings. Because the
copper loss has square relationship with the RMS current.
Additionally, the decease of the RMS current flowing through
resonant inductor‘s windings with the increase of input volt-
age is faster than the increase of the winding‘s ac ESR with
the increase of Uin. Then the copper loss decreases with the
increase of Uin.

FIGURE 15. Loss distribution at Uin =: (a)80V, (b)140V, and (c)200V.

The other loss mainly consists of the driving loss. Because
the driving loss is determined by switching frequency and the
switching frequency increases with the increase of Uin, the
driving loss increases with the increase of Uin.

Fig.16 shows the measured curves of relationship between
fs and Uo. When Uin ranges from 80V to 200V, fs varies
between 87.4kHz and 107.45kHz. The converter‘s frequency
variation 1fs is 20.05kHz.
Fig.17 presents the measured efficiency over the entire

input voltage range. The full-load efficiency of two-
channel LLC resonant converter is higher than 96.5%. The
peak efficiency is about 96.9% when IRFP4332 MOSFET
and STTH806D diode are adopted. If the above adopted
MOSFET is replaced by IPZ60R017C7, the efficiency of
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TABLE 4. Comparisons.

FIGURE 16. Measured curves of relationship between fs and Uin.

two-channel LLC resonant converter can increase to 97.2%.
the peak efficiency can increase to 97.5%. Because the
on-resistor of IPZ60R017C7 MOSFET is much smaller than
the on-resistor of IRFP4332 MOSFET, the conduction loss
in the case that IPZ60R017C7 MOSFET is adopted is much
lower than the conduction loss in the case that IRFP4332
MOSFET is adopted.

Table 4 presents the comparison for three LLC converters.
The magnetics‘ power density of the converter is 21.5 kW/L,
which is 3.3 kW/l and 8.3kW/l higher than that of conven-
tional FB and HB LLC converters in [1]. Moreover, the pro-
totype has a higher peak efficiency and lower cost compared
with traditional LLC converters. Fig.18 shows the calculated
loss when Uo = 400V, Uin = 200V and Po = 1kW.
The prototype‘s loss is lower than that of conventional LLC
converters.

Fig.19 shows the measured output voltage uo and the reso-
nant current ir during the start-up process. The whole start-up
time is about 1.1ms and has no impulse during the start-up
process.

Fig.20 shows the measured output voltage uo and the reso-
nant current ir when the load factor from 20% to 100%. The

FIGURE 17. Measured curves of relationship between η and Uin.

FIGURE 18. Losses for three LLC converters at full load state.

output voltage can keep stable during the load varies. Fig.19
and Fig.20 verify that the converter can stably works during
the working states changes.
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FIGURE 19. Measured output voltage and resonant current during the
start-up process.

FIGURE 20. Measured output voltage and resonant current when the load
factor increases from 20% to 100%.

V. CONCLUSION
A parallel-series resonant LLC converter with high efficiency
andwide voltage gain is studied for photovoltaic applications.
A 1 kW prototype is developed. The efficiency is higher
than 97.2% over the entire input voltage. The peak efficiency
is 97.5% appearing at Uin = 100V. The converter has the
following advantages:

(a) There are only 2 power switches in the primary side.
Only two driving channels are required, which is useful to
reduce the hardware cost of photovoltaic system. The power
handling ability is the same as traditional FB LLC converter,
which is useful to increase the power density of photovoltaic
system.

(b) The converter has high input impedance at high input
voltage, which is helpful to provide low voltage gain with
higher efficiency during the photovoltaic array‘s voltage is
relatively high.

(c) The converter has low input impedance at low input
voltage, which is useful to provide high voltage gain with

high efficiency when the photovoltaic array‘s output voltage
is relatively low.

Moreover, the studied converter can be also used for the
applications where wide voltage, narrow frequency, high
efficiency, and high power are required, such as, on-board
charger, battery storage system, etc.

APPENDIX A
The RMS values of ir , iTs and the peak resonant current Ir,pk
can be calculated by [7]

Ir =

√
N 2
TU

2
o fs

32L2mf
2
r1

(
2
fs

−
1
fr1

)
+

π2I2o f
2
r1

8N 2
T f

2
s

(a1)

ILm,max =
NTUo
4Lmfr1

(a2)
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0
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Ir,pk =

√(
π Iofr1
2NT fs

)2

+ I2Lm,max. (a6)
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